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The geographic perimeter of a Mining Territory is a very basic Guideline Focus and also a Governance Priority for Agreement.

Tentatively the geographic perimeter of a Mining Territory considers the operational areas of the local mines and their logistic, hydric, social, environmental, economic and support related extensions.
Strategic Guidelines General Scopes

Guidelines general scopes: economic, social, environmental and sustainable development of territories, empowerment of local population, competitiveness and growth of local businesses, generation of income and jobs, resolution of conflicts mining - territory
The Inaugurating Members of the Platform in 2021 selected the following challenges/guidelines

- Definition of sustainable mining
- Stakeholders communication / dialogue
- Industry – stakeholders communication / dialogue / collaboration since exploration and the early stages of the mining project
- To integrate local mining ecosystems
- To promote knowledge exchange between mining territories
- Mining & long term local development
The Inaugurating Members of the Platform in 2021 selected the following challenges/guidelines

• In the rural areas where mining takes place there is a lack of infrastructure and skilled labor.
• How do communities recover from mining disasters?
• How do you deal with mine closure? What happens to the environment and the community?
• Communities may not have the education to effectively engage. Investors and companies may not understand local realities, or how to engage with communities and understand their values and customs. Education is needed for better communication, dialogue, transparency
International Council of Mining and Metals
ICMM Mining Principles
Reference for the Global Mining Industry

• Best Environmental, Social and Governance Practices follow 38 Performance Expectations and 08 Position Statements
• Aligned to the SDGs and the Paris Agreement for Climate Changes

Sustainable Mining Territories are not a clear target for ICMM

The synergism ESG (industry) with SDGs (territory) more evident to ICMM principles (guideline proposal)
Mining and Territories are not Aligned for Sustainability

1. It is expected, from the ICMM principles and current mining attitudes, that in the current decade the mining sector will show remarkable improvements in the current sustainability indicators.

2. The same optimism is not expected to the sustainability of mining territories and the empowerment of local communities and stakeholders.

3. Mining territories not adequately addressed by the industry may become an impediment to improvements of sustainability indicators at the mining sector.

4. Guidelines and recommendations to the mining territories, shared with mining companies and governments, may be seen as a priority target by the Platform.
How to empower Mining Territories for improvements in Sustainability

1. to educate stakeholders for mining-territory differences and conflicts of cultures
2. to assess territorial values periodically: social, economic, environmental, cultural
3. to assess periodically the SDGs in the territory
4. to mobilize and engage the communities, stakeholders, private sector and government agents in proper systems of communication
5. to articulate alliances and partnership
6. to empower local leaderships
7. to conceive and plan a sustainable development governance (renewed each 10 years time)
How to empower Mining Territories for improvements in Sustainability

Converge to a Proposal of Protocol of Communication, Engagement and Governance for Mining Territories
As a Case

Post Mine Economic Development

Premises: to adopt the concepts of just transition, to address full diversity of the population, to address micro to large business segments; proper culture and need of continuity in long term planning and execution of programs

1. Diagnosis of past, current and reclaiming scenarios, events and impacts

2. Mobilization of required resources, institutional frameworks, timing and governance

3. Planning

4. Governance organization and operation

5. others
Closing Collection of Proposed Guidelines

1. Subjects raised by the members of the SDSN Platform Visions to SDGs in Mining Territories in 2021
2. General Scope for the Guidelines
3. To improve communication and dialogue among mining and territory actors – new culture
4. To explore Synergism ESG – SDG to improve sustainability indicators
5. Protocol of communication in direction to a governance structure to the mining – territory system
6. Mining Closure - Economic Development as a case under a Just Transition Agenda and Diversity
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